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A serene retreat presented in pristine condition, this inviting blend of high-end finishes and accomplished sophisticated

interior is designed to impress and inspireThe eye-catching facade provides a stunning introduction to the home with a

clear focus on quality which is instantly apparent.  Defined by its abundant natural light the design brings together

exceptional features with its effortless modern design that remains warm and invitingSecluded from the children's

bedrooms you are greeted by the generous master suite with robes and luxurious earth-toned ensuite with oversized

walk-in shower.  The 3 remaining bedrooms flank the children's retreat with its study nook for either scholarly pursuits or

as a home office base Benefiting you with the luxury of ample space to unwind and relax through multiple living areas, the

intelligently zoned floor plan caters to the needs of all modern families.As functional as it is aesthetically pleasing, the

designer kitchen is bolstered by Stone waterfall bench tops, plumbing for family sized fridge, walk in pantry, quality

appliances including double drawer dishwasher and pyrolytic 900mm cookerThere is a lovely connection with the

outdoors via stacker doors to the first entertaining area. An alfresco under the roof line and additional  2nd entertainment

zone means family gatherings are well catered toA long list of lifestyle inclusions have been carefully curated by way of

extensive use of hardwood oak flooring, plush carpets, double glazed windows, streamlined square set plaster, raised

ceiling heights & on trend matt black fixtures.  There is also ducted heating plus reverse cycle air conditioningVehicle and

car accommodation are truly impressive with an over-height double car garage & internal access into the home. The fully

concreted size driveway, which can hold 6 + vehicles leads you to a 7.6 x 6m (approx.) custom shed with internet

connectivity plus a wash bay for cars/trailers/boats etcAll of the hard work that goes into building & establishing a new

home has been done for you here, including low maintenance landscapingMeeting all the requirements of modern life,

this home does not compromise on quality, it really is the kind of home that can wrap itself around the family one moment

and throw itself open to entertain friends the nextTo make this truly special home your own, contact Kerrie Ford 0436

179 179


